
 

Blazblue is now available for purchase on Steam! Purchase here now! Blazblue is now available worldwide on Steam, marking
the first time ever that an Arc System Works game has been released internationally. This release aims to bring Japanese games
to the rest of the world by offering high-quality internationalization and translation of Blazblue Central Fiction. We’re excited to
see what this means for future releases on Steam. From all of us at Arc System Works, thank you for your support! 

Bleach Blade Battlers 2nd English Patch launched today!!! 

This patch focuses solely on correcting typos in the translation only. It does not change content in any way whatsoever. You can
now play Blade Battlers 2nd in English on a US or European Xbox 360 console. If you have Blade Battlers 2nd, you can
download the patch by going to the following URL: http://www.mediafire.com/download/gvho8gdhfhn4crv/Bb2E.zip

Bleach Blade Battlers 2nd is a fighting game developed by Treasure based on the Bleach anime and manga series produced by
Studio Pierrot. It was released for arcades in Japan on July 3, 2010 and is available at D-Station and Game Room locations only.
There are currently no plans for a home port or re-release of the game. The game features 19 playable characters (20 if you
include one of two unlockable characters) taken from the entire Bleach anime series, spanning Bleach, Bleach: The
DiamondDust Rebellion, and the three feature-length movies. There are 8 stages in total. Central to the gameplay is the
"Substitute System," in which players can temporarily incapacitate their opponent by landing attacks. By landing enough attacks,
an announcer shouts "Bankai" and your character can use their Bankai / Resurreccion / Fullbring for one attack that strikes
multiple times. The game also features both offline and online multiplayer modes including ranked matches. Bleach Blade
Battlers 2nd won the Cosplay category of the best arcade game in 2010 in Famitsu. is a game developed by Treasure released
for arcades in Japan on August 3, 2011. The game features 20 playable characters (21 if you include one of two unlockable
characters) taken from the entire Bleach anime series, spanning Bleach, Bleach: The DiamondDust Rebellion, and the three
feature-length movies. There are 8 stages in total. Central to the gameplay is the "Substitute System," in which players can
temporarily incapacitate their opponent by landing attacks. By landing enough attacks, an announcer shouts "Bankai" and your
character can use their Bankai / Resurreccion / Fullbring for one attack that strikes multiple times. The game also features both
online and offline multiplayer modes including ranked matches. The game was released for arcades in Europe on December 23,
2011. is a game developed by Treasure released for arcades in Japan on July 5, 2012. The game features 20 playable characters
(21 if you include one of two unlockable characters) taken from the entire Bleach anime series, spanning Bleach, Bleach: The
DiamondDust Rebellion, and the three feature-length movies. There are 8 stages in total.
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